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Introduction
The OPERA project
WP5 on Open Science support

WP5 Open Science Support
WP5 aims at finding and evaluating ways Open
Science efforts may form part of research
analytics, metrics and evaluation
– and to prepare the inclusion of some of these
approaches in analytics platforms like NORA
- and test them
Status:
• review of open science manifestos - in draft
• review of open data indicators - ready
• usability test of NORA with relevant stakeholders
- planned
19 November 2020
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WP5 Open Science Support
Participants
• Birger Larsen (WP lead), Aalborg University
• David Budtz (deputy lead), Aalborg University
• Pelle Annfeldt Israelsson, Aalborg University
• Mogens Sandfær, Technical University of Denmark
• Martin Collin, Technical University of Denmark
• Karen Hytteballe Ibanez, Technical University of Denmark
• Karsten Kryger Hansen, Aalborg University Library
• Nils Thideman, Aalborg University Library
• … and others
19 November 2020
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Open Science efforts
Defining Open Science
The complexity of Open Science
Measuring Open Science?

def. Open Science

19 November 2020

def. Open Science
• Open Science movement
across scientific fields
• Manifestos and Principles
• Amsterdam Call for Action on
Open Science  “data sharing
and stewardship” environment
• FAIR Guiding Principles for
Open Data

• Reproducibility crisis?  need
for high quality open data

19 November 2020
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Complexity of Open Science

Open Science and Research Handbook (2014)

Complexity of Open Science

7 Open Science aspects (Lampert et al., 2017)
• A. The scientific process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conceptualization and data gathering/creation
Analysis
Diffusion of results
Review and evaluation

• B. The system level
5. Reputation system, recognition of contributions, trust
6. Open science skills and awareness
7. Science with society
19 November 2020
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1. Conceptualization and
data gathering/creation

5. Reputation system,
recognition of contributions, trust

6. Open science skills and awareness - e.g.
curating and maintaining large data sets
7. Science with society - promotion of the
engagement of citizens in science and research
e.g. OPERA WP2

19 November 2020
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Should we measure
Open Science?
• Long awaited report…
• Very reluctant to propose concrete indicators; afraid of
adverse affects
• Recommends to develop ‘Indicator Frameworks’ and
‘Toolboxes’ “…to guide the responsible
development, interpretation, and use of indicators
by policy makers, research management and
researchers…”
• The frameworks enable the collective definition of the
evaluative needs given the context of the research field
and the epistemic culture in the relevant communities
• The toolboxes, on the other hand, are oriented
towards more technical questions, and are based on
the collective expertise of the relevant communities

19 November 2020
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An egocentric example…
… of the impact of Open Data
= personal motivation

data 
data 

data 

Open Science summary
• Large movement, backed by central actors
• Hard not to agree to visions
• Huge potential impact for science and society
• Complex…
• Not for free through… Incentives?
• How to measure? Any reliable data available?

19 November 2020
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Data and indicators
for Open Data
Initial WP5 results
Examples of data and indicators

OPERA WP5 Review of Existing and Proposed
Indicators for Open Science Activities
• Review WP5B: examine existing and proposed indicators for Open
Science activities with a focus on data sharing in fields that have a long
tradition for Open Data. We aim to select the most relevant and promising
indicators for inclusion in Research Analytics Platforms and Research
Information Systems
• Motivation: A prerequisite for making data sharing visible is an
understanding how agencies, organisations, platforms and repositories
facilitate data sharing, either as part of the Open Sciences movement or as
part of the traditions within their field
• We therefore examine central examples of how existing data portals
operate and how data sharing and data citation is facilitated in them
19 November 2020
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Examples
• Physics, astronomy, space and environment research are all datacentric
fields of research
• NASA was chosen as a representative of how research data are shared between researchers
in a multifaceted scientific community
• The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) was selected because it illustrates how
data collected by researchers across the world are created and shared in order to understand
nature, and as it is a good example of the needs for standardisation of datasets and data
citation practices

• Several new initiatives are aiming to collect and mediate open data
• Mendeley data is a new initiative from Elsevier creating a data repository connected to their
existing publishing and library platform
• Google Dataset Search (beta) utilises the Google search engine to identify datasets across
the web and the different existing data depositories making these datasets accessible from a
single-entry point
19 November 2020
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• GBIF - the Global Biodiversity Information Facility – was established in 2001 based on an OECD
memorandum of understanding. GBIF is an international network and research infrastructure
funded by the world's governments and aimed at providing anyone, anywhere, open access to
data about all types of life on Earth
• The GBIF repository was created so that the knowledge for the natural world could expand and
dissemination in a manner that avoids duplication of effort and expenditure. GBIF acts as
coordinator and provides institutions with the common standards and open-source tools which
enable participants to engage with the natural scientific community
• A typical dataset consists of counts of some species in certain locations. The current number of
datasets can be seen in the GBIF search engine: at the time of writing a total of 52,434 datasets,
including 19,427 occurrence datasets, 31,237 checklist datasets, 1,457 sampling events and 303
metadata datasets
• GBIF itself is more interested in the number of species included its data – which cannot easily be
counted as a single number but lies somewhere between 1 and 2.3 million. Also of interest is the
number of occurrences of species, which is more than 1.5 billion in GBIF at present
19 November 2020
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19 November 2020
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• GBIF requires users who download individual datasets or search results and use them in
research or policy to cite them using a DOI
• Detailed citation guidelines are provided, including instructions for how to cite
downloads with multiple datasets, individual datasets, datasets accessed through thirdparty tools (such as python or R), as well as custom datasets exports
• Users must be registered to download. To aid users an email with dataset specific
citation instructions is sent every time a dataset is downloaded, and a list of all
downloaded datasets are listed in each user’s profile to further aid correct citation
• Note that downloads often consist of data selected from multiple datasets, e.g.
someone interested in bumblebees (genus Bombus) would get results for the over 250
species of bumblebee from datasets that include these. Such downloads with selected
data from multiple datasets are assigned their own unique DOI

19 November 2020
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• GBIF also actively searches for research uses and citations of
biodiversity information accessed through GBIF’s global infrastructure
• Daily searches are carried out in Google Scholar, Scopus, Wiley Online
Library, SpingerLink, NCBI Pubmed and bioRxiv, and the results are
curated and added to a database from which citation statistics can be
extracted
• These citing articles are shown on the main http://gbif.org search page
when searching for datasets with details available on each dataset page
and can also be searched directly

19 November 2020
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GBIF
• GBIF example
dataset search
results – including
data set size and
number of citing
publications

19 November 2020
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GBIF
• GBIF dataset example – with citation
and download details
• The dataset has 794 occurrences – in
some cases all were included in the
3,064 download events, in other
cases only some of the occurrences

19 November 2020
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GBIF
• Example of metadata of
publications citing a GBIF dataset
• Where possible publications are
linked to external fulltexts

19 November 2020
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Google Dataset Search
• Google Dataset Search is a new dataset search function, providing access to
datasets identified by Google on the open web
• Datasets can be included if they have assigned correct schema.org
metadata. Once metadata have been added, Google needs be to notified and
the dataset metadata can be crawled
• Google Dataset Search does not store the datasets themselves but acts as a
platform that links to data providers
• In case several providers provide access to the same dataset, Google attempts
to deduplicate this and provides links from the dataset to all providers
• In addition, if the dataset is cited in Google Scholar, the number of Google
Scholar citations is shown - and links to an automatic Google Scholar
search
19 November 2020
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Google Dataset Search
• Example dataset in Google Dataset Search
– with links to data providers and to citing
articles in Google Scholar

19 November 2020
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Google Dataset Search
• Automated search in
Google Scholar from
Google Dataset
Search (see previous)
• Note that number of
citations in Google
Dataset Search does
not appear to be
recently updated
(2 vs. 4 citing articles)

19 November 2020
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Lessons learnt
• Overall, the analysis of the existing portals shows that there are several different
initiatives that facilitate open data sharing – both field specific and generic, both
commercial and sponsored by governments or research organisations
• Some of these
• function as aggregators of metadata (and do not offer any archiving of data themselves)
• some publish data from certain platforms or organisations
• some facilitate self-archiving of datasets

• Most aggregators do a fairly good job of presenting consistent metadata, e.g. preserving
titles, author information, and DOIs and pointing back to the original source
• However, different metadata levels and metadata specific to some sources can be a
challenge – with some fields being empty in an aggregator, and some information from
the original source that does not fit into the aggregator scheme

19 November 2020
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Lessons learnt
• Most of the examined examples attempt to give statistics on
the number of dataset views and dataset downloads.
• However, as the same dataset can be discovered in several aggregators the views
downloads statistics are also distributed and are hard to aggregate and analyse. Thus
getting an overview and correct total for these figures is difficult

• (This situation is of course not unlike that of citation counts for publications
where the same article may have different citation counts in Web of
Science, Scopus, Google Scholar and ResearchGate…(

19 November 2020
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Lessons learnt
• In addition to views and downloads, actual usage of data that leads to a
dataset citation in new publications is interesting and important to monitor
• Google Dataset Search reports the number of citations in Google Scholar automatically identified via a search on DOIs and archive name
• GBIF does daily automated searches in a number of sources, and
manually curates these

19 November 2020
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Lessons learnt
• Identifying dataset citations is made difficult because a data citation culture
is still to be established in most fields
• Many citations to datasets may be missed because
• 1) many different ways of citing datasets is being used with little consistency (e.g.
referring to the dataset in the main text, vs. in a footnote or in the reference list)
• 2) some may not be used to citing data, but cites the article describing the data
instead or not at all

19 November 2020
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Lessons learnt
• To counter this, several aggregators and dataset repositories give detailed
instructions on how to cite the dataset, e.g. by posting a reference that
can be readily copied in a manuscript
• GBIF has the most advanced solution where not only each dataset can be
cited, but also subsets and aggregates receive their own citable DOI. The
disadvantage of this is that the same data can be cited with several
different DOIs
• Even with such elaborate support in place example studies show that the
data citation culture is still weak – see Kahn, Thellwall and Koucha
(2019) for GBIF

19 November 2020
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Concluding discussion
Summary of issues

Data and Indicators summary
• Open Science and Open data are complex phenomena – we can propose
a wide range of potential data and indicators that might be useful
• However, for many of these we have no or limited data – or data that is not
very reliable…
• Even when we have data, e.g. on searches, views, downloads and data
citations – we know little about what they actually mean
• Views, downloads and citations are often reported… these and more
advanced indicators can be hard to interpret
• = we are at a very early stage in relation to measuring Open Science
efforts in a meaningful and productive way
19 November 2020
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What to do then in OPERA??
• Very scarce data on Open Science are available  cannot be directly
imported to all or even many records in the OPERA NORA
• Examples of data on Open Science Efforts can be found
• E.g. open datasets, with size information, views, downloads and citations
• Add these in NORA as examples (even simulated) and study how relevant
stakeholders react to and interpret these
•  final WP5 deliverable: usability test of NORA
• Live NORA + mock-ups with sample Open Science indicators
• Eyetrack+ deans, research managers, researchers,
doctoral students etc. as they interact with NORA and the
mock-ups, interview them about perceptions and usefulness

19 November 2020
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